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The Invacare Colibri
Easy to take apart & reassemble
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Easy to take apart & reassemble
Don’t think - do it! Less than a minute is all you need to take your Invacare® Colibri TM apart ready for
transportation.
Thanks to the ingenious and unique Invacare® LiteLockTM system the scooter dismantles easily and fits into
any car boot. No tools are needed, and the click-together mechanism makes everything quick and easy to take
apart and reassemble, staying securely in position.
So drive it anywhere your fancy takes you. The convenient, spacious front basket can store everything you pick
up along the way.
Moreover, the scuff-free wheels won’t leave any unsightly black marks behind you.
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The Invacare Colibri
Mix n’ Match your style, with ease
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Mix n’ Match your style, with ease
Why should a scooter be the same colour every day? Why can’t you coordinate it to your clothes or to simply
match your mood?
The Invacare® Colibri TM is designed with the latest trends in mind, so you can pick the colours you like best
and brighten up the day with your preferred shades!
Colour panels can easily be removed and clipped back on without the need for any tools. The panels’ clip-on
mechanism is quick and easy, guaranteeing everything fits together perfectly and stays fixed for as long as
you wish - until you fancy a change.
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Safe, manoeuvrable & comfortable
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Safe, manoeuvrable & comfortable
The Invacare® LiteLockTM system avoids any mistakes during the dismantling and assembly of your scooter.
Moreover it easily brings the scooter’s parts together and ensures they securely stay in position, thus delive ring a safe driving experience.
Extra built-in reflectors have been added to further increase your safety.
The Invacare® Colibri TM is designed to be one of the most portable micro scooters available. With its small
footprint the Colibri TM offers greater manoeuvrability in tight, limited spaces.
An ergonomic handlebar offers more hand position options, helping to prevent fatigue in the hands and wrists.
The comfortable padded seat with elegant colour stitching also ensures a smooth relaxing drive at all times.
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The Invacare Colibri
A wide range of accessories
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Personalise your Invacare Colibri
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Seat suspension for more comfort
For increased comfort during outdoor driving add the optional seat suspension kit.
The robust seat suspension makes a big difference over uneven terrains.
Choose from 12 or 18 Ah battery packs
For those who like to travel further with peace of mind, there is the option of a larger
battery pack. Plus, charging the battery is easy – either on the scooter itself, or
detached, in the garage or your home.
Storage cover
If you store your scooter outside you can protect it from the elements by adding a
storage cover when not in use. This will keep it dry, protecting the workings of the
scooter.
Crutch & cane holder
For those who require a crutch or a cane, keep it securely stored until you reach
your destination.
Wheels
The Invacare® ColibriTM comes with either smaller wheels allowing you to go in
confined spaces or with a bigger wheel set for those who prefer to drive outdoor
in more uneven terrain, on cobbled streets.
Personal key
For extra safety you can secure your scooter by adding a personalised key. As the
cylinder initially comes with just two keys, we recommend that you make some
copies for added security and peace of mind.
Rear basket
The rear basket is perfect for shopping, and can be installed without any tools.
Just attach it when needed and store away once the shopping’s done!
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The Invacare Colibri
The Colourful route to effortless, safe driving
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465 mm

400 mm

370 - 420 mm

385 mm

505 mm

2200 mm

1010 mm

44 kg (12 Ah batteries)
49 kg (18 Ah batteries)

136 kg

2 x 12 Ah
2 X 18 Ah

45 mm

6° / 10.5%

200 W

Up to 16 km

8 km/h
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be correct at time of print. Invacare reserves the right to alter product specifications without
prior consultation. Please note colours may vary slightly from those displayed in the brochure.

RoHS 2
compliant

Compliant with the directive on the Restriction of the
use of certain Hazardous Substances in electrical and
electronic equipment - RoHS (2011/65/EC)
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